
      How the Universe Works  -- side 25
Momentum:  Inertia ia most easily demonstrated when it is moving. Moving inertia is called momentum.  
Momentum’s symbol is p  p is used because the word "impetus" formally in place of "momentum" comes from the latin, 
"petere," to go towards  or rush upon  ... so therefore we get little "p" (or “lil p” . . .  you know, the rapper)    p = m v   
There are three fundamental pillars that  Physics Mechanics stands on.  The first of these was Conservation of 
Momentum of a “closed system” of particles and was considered perhaps as early as Rene Descarte in the 1640’s, but 
was clarified by Newton in the 1670’s.  Conservation of Momentum  states that when two or more objects 
collide, the total momentum of a “closed system” (the entire collection of bodies being discussed considered in  
isolation from the rest of the universe) is not changed. You can not destroy or create momentum (in a closed system).  
You can only redistribute this moving inertia from one object or set of objects to another object or set of objects.  This 
fundamental law is written in its equation forms below:

    General Rule of Conservation of Momentum:   Σ pi    =   Σ pf

  Specific cases:          Elastic collisions:      m1v1i + m2v2i  =   m1v1f + m2v2f    
               ΣKi = ΣKf     (kinetic energy is conserved)

     Totally  inelastic collisions:   m1v1i + m2v2i  =   (m1 +  m2)
 
v f                 ΣKi = ΣKf  + heat       (K  is not conserved)

                      Recoil (with no initial velocity) :                    0  =  m1v1f + m2v2f               ΣKi = ΣKf 
  + heat      (K  is not conserved)

              Recoil (with initial velocity) :      (m1 + m2) vi   =  m1v1f + m2v2f               ΣKi = ΣKf 
  + heat      (K is not conserved)

     I will explain the idea of Conservation of Kinetic Energy (K) in a later side.

example #23:   A 60 g glider traveling at 40 cm/s is on a collision course with a 300 g  glider traveling in  the 
opposite direction at 125 cm/s. Their bumpers engage in a perfectly elastic collision and the  300 g glider continues on in 
its original direction  with a reduced velocity of 80 cm/s. What is the new  velocity of the 60 g  glider?
  Just before collision:                    I prefer positive numbers to negative numbers and since the 300 g glider will

 dominate the shifting of momentum in the collision, I arbitrarily made its
  300 g @ +125 cm/s        60 g @ -40 cm/s movement positive.  That means the 60 g glider is moving at negative  40 cm/s

originally.  Since this is an elastic collision, I use the equation:
  Just after collision:                               m1v1i + m2v2i  =   m1v1f + m2v2f   

Plugging in:   (300g)(125cm/s) + (60g)(-40cm/s) = (300g)(80cm/s) + (60g) v2f 

  300 g @ +80 cm/s           60 g @ ??? cm/s        37,500 g cm/s  -  2400 g cm/s  =  24000 g cm/s  +  (60g)  v2f 

                                                                                                                              185 cm/s =  v2f 

Notice I kept it in the cgs system (cm, grams, secs) rather than switch to our normal mks system (meters, kg, secs)

example #24:  Joe Dynamo, working as a special consultant with NASA, is headed to the Moon on a secret mission.  
The capsule he is in mysteriously loses most of its power and Joe is heading on a course that will certainly send him out 
of the Earth-Moon system. He uses the little remaining power that he has left to rotate the capsule 180°.  The capsule 
(3300 kg  with Joe and all its contents) is now moving at 210 m/s.  He jettisons all 500 kg of nonessential material at a 
speed of 70m/s  with respect to the moving capsule in the direction of motion.  By how many m/sec does this slow down 
the capsule?  Draw a three panel cartoon to help organize your work.  Watch your frame of reference!!
    Capsule after rotation but before jettison                           During jettison                                                               After jettison

 
                           3300 kg @ 210 m/s            2800 kg @ ??? m/s      500 kg @ 280 m/s 2800 kg @ ??? m/s

You have to be careful with your frame of reference here.  In the second panel, I showed the speed of the nonessential 
material to be 280 m/s  when the problem said it was 70 m/s. Since the system was already traveling at 210 m/s and 
the 70 m/s was with respect to the moving capsule in the direction of motion, I had to add the 70 m/s with the 210 
m/s.  So, this basically looks like a recoil with initial velocity:

(m1 + m2) vi   =  m1v1f + m2v2f         (3300 kg)(210 m/s)  =  (2800kg) v1f  + (500 kg)(280m/s)

                                                                              693,000 kg m/s  =  (2800kg) v1f  + (140,000 kg m/s) 
197.5 m/s is the new speed of the capsule, so it slowed down   210 - 197.5  =  12.5 m/s
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